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The problem

 How can SDTM data sets and define.xml be 
created from operational data (ODM)

 In a very-user friendly way (drag-and-drop  & 
wizards)

 Without needing to write SAS macros

 And create and populate an SDTM database



The history

 Problem and use cases defined by TMF e.V.
− The German Telematics Platform for Networks in 

Medical Research

 Contest started in 2005

 Contract won by XML4Pharma in 2006

 SDTMWandler and SDTM-ETL



Key concepts and features

 define.xml template containing standard SDTM variables 
for all subject-related domains

 Containing all published CDISC Controlled Terminology 
as define.xml CodeLists

 ODM-SDTM mapping stored within define.xml
 Mapping scripts transformed into XSLT
 Transformation execution into SDTM-XML and SAS 

Transport
 SQL statement generation for creation and population of 

SDTM database
 Near-submission-ready define.xml file



Workflow
 Load ODM metadata
 Validate ODM
 Load define.xml template and instantiate to study-

specific SDTM domains
 Generate mappings by 

− Drag and drop
− Mapping wizards
− Auto-generation of mapping scripts

 Test mappings on clinical data
 Execute mappings to generate SDTM data sets
 Generate SQL for generation and population of 

SDTM database





Suggesting ODM items for SDTM 
Variables (case 1:1)



Auto-generation of mapping scripts:
Codelist mapping



The generated mapping script:



Easy-to-learn scripting language
allowing complicated mappings



Full implementation of SDTM-IG



Execution of mapping: 
SDTM Records and 
SAS Transport files



Execution of mapping: 
SDTM Records and 
SAS Transport files



Other features

 Export of near-submission-ready define.xml

 Tabular HTML view of underlying define.xml

 Automated generation of SQL to generate SDTM 
database

 Automated generation of SQL to populate SDTM 
database with SDTM records



Conclusions

 Mapping made very user-friendly

 But you still need to know your study
− SDTM annotation in ODM helps !

 Domain attribute in ItemGroupDef
 SDSVarName in ItemDef

 But you still need to understand SDTM
− “CDISC Notes” implemented in software

 Amount of training required: 1 day



Thank you !
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